
AWAKEN THE BEAST WITHIN YOU… 

Zeus has called upon you! Only a brave and fearless warrior can save his beloved daughter Athena 

from the cunning clutches of Nelf, evil Lord of the Underworld. 

Risen from the grave, you are presented with Supernatural powers beyond this world. Collect the 

‘mystical’ spirit balls and transform into an awesome array of creatures – as Strongman, punch and 

kick harder than ever before, as WereWolf and WereTiger rip the flesh of the demons of hell and as 

Bear, knock out your enemies with one bad breath! 

You hear the distant cries of the beautiful Athena and as the terrors of the Underworld tighten their 

grasp, the beast within you rises to face the final battle!! 

LOADING 

Spectrum Cassette – Type LOAD “” then press ENTER. 

MULTI-LOAD INSTRUCTIONS 

Altered Beast is a multi-load game. Each level will be loaded as you complete the previous one. This 

means that to enjoy continuous play you MUST keep your Altered Beast cassette in you cassette 

player. 

In addition, on cassette version the main game is on side 1 with the levels on side 2. When prompted 

turn over the cassette and rewind to the start of side 2 and press play. When you lose all your lives, 

rewind the cassette to the start of side 2 and press play. 

CONTROL METHODS 

Spectrum Sinclair joystick, Kempston joystick, cursor joystick, redifinable keys 

OTHER KEYS 

Spectrum “H” to pause, when in pause mode, pressing “Q” will quit game, and SPACE key will exit 

pause mode. 

CONTROLS 
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    SPEC 

1 LOW JUMP 

2 LOW JUMP RIGHT 

3 WALK RIGHT 

4 ------------ 

5 CROUCH 

6 ------------ 

7 WALK LEFT 

8 LOW JUMP LEFT 

 

WITH FIRE BUTTON PRESSED 

    SPEC 

1 HIGH JUMP & PUNCH 

2 HIGH JUMP RIGHT & PUNCH 

3 PUNCH RIGH 

4 ---------- 

5 CROUCH & LOW PUNCH 

6 ---------- 

7 PUNCH LEFT 

8 HIGH JUMP LEFT & PUNCH 
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